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Based on an original animated short featured on the Cars DVD, this Little Golden Book is perfect for

racing fans of all ages!
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I remember having a ton of little golden books as a child and now can share that with my children.

Nicely made book that is very easy to follow and the pictures were very colorful. My son really likes

Mater and his adventures. Great book in which we will enjoy reading for years to come.

This book is advertised on other LGBs and my son kept asking for Mater Ghost. So of course I had

to buy it. It's such a cute story! We love Cars and Mater and all of our other Cars books go along

with the movies so I was interested to see what story they came up with. I have to say, I probably

liked the story just as much as my son did.

Mater loves to play practical jokes on the cars in Radiator Springs, but what will happen when the

other cars decided to play a joke on Mater? Mater and the Ghost Light is a silly story that will

captivate any Cars fan. My toddler asks to read it over and over again.

My son, 3 1/2, is a HUGE Mater fan but this book scared/ bothered him a little. He made the



comment that Mater looks scared in every picture and he's right. He found it disturbing. This might

just be my child, however.

A Little Golden Book full of your child's favorite Cars characters. This story focuses mainly on Mater,

but there are guest appearances by all of the Cars favorites. This is great for snuggling up with your

munchkin for a nice story time. The words are probably a little bit too much for a young child or

toddler to read on their own, but it's great fun to listen to.

Love the golden books series. Pixar's Cars come in the golden book series which is amazing for

kids and adults. The illustrations are classic golden style, neat with the story below. A great choice

for beginning readers or those who love to listen!

I can now read this book by heart. Those of you that are parents of toddlers know this is the mark of

a good book. The story is nice and short, there's lots of fun sounds you can make with your little one

and it's a nice story to remind your children that not everything scary is real.

This was a requested present for my 5 year old grandson. He was excited and enjoyed reading it. I

haven't bought a Golden book in years, glad to see they are still the great quality and value that they

were when my children, and I were growing up.
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